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FLEET ADMIRAL | STEVE PARMLEY

cs@sfi.org bementfire@gmail.com

Every Tuesday, Ask Me Anything is at 2100 hrs Central Standard Time (CST) on Facebook. 

Every Monday STARFLEET After Dark is at 2200 hrs Central Standard Time (CST) on Facebook.

Come see what all the talk is about!

HUMANOID RESOURCES | Bran Stimpson
HR continues to post and receive applications from members interested in volunteering in many 
areas of STARLEET. The HR email address was changed from a forwarder to a full email 
address. An opening for an HR assistant has been created and posted. One application has been 
submitted so far. Once confirmation from Communications on what email lists the HR email is 
subscribed to, we will begin active promotion of openings. 

HELPDESK | Frank Gonzalez 
To assist the membership of STARFLEET the International Star Trek Fan Association Inc, we are 
making a change to the operations of the STARFLEET Helpdesk. The way the helpdesk is being 
run currently is not working. Now when a member submits a ticket the Helpdesk agent reviews 
the ticket, sends an initial response, where they either answer the ticket or assigns it to the correct 
department to handle the situation. After that the agent has nothing to do with that ticket. This is 
a common customer service model. What I am proposing is a return to the way the helpdesk was 
operating years ago. A more Customer Advocate role. This would be when the agent reviews the 
ticket, they send an initial response, preferably within 24hrs of the ticket being submitted. Then 
they take responsibility for that issue. They reach out directly to whomever within STARFLEET 
can resolve the issue, if not themselves. We will also do our best to educate the member. For 
example, a member asks about a database password reset, the Helpdesk agent will reset the 
password and send the new PW but also include the instructions for how the member can reset 
their password in the future in order to hopefully empower the member. I believe this will not only 
help the member get their issue resolved faster, but also assist in eliminating “lost” tickets. 
Helpdesk agents would become Member Advocates working for the member to resolve the issue 
and not just “passing the buck” and walking away. Opening for a Helpdesk Member Advocate is 
already posted on the SFI HR Site. 

RECOGNITION | Kelli Caplette
Promotions Kelli and Pam are very quick to respond to your Promotion and Order of Merits 
inquires. Again, please be patient as sometimes real life does override our fandom jobs. 
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> Brevet Promotions This Month
• None 
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ORDERS OF MERIT | Pam Michaud
The following Orders of Merit have been awarded... 
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> Promotions Completed This Month
• None

COMMENTS
The voting on Annual Awards is almost complete. We held a runoff election for Chapter, Support 
Chapter and Officer of the Year. The deadline for the runoff vote was June 26th. Outstanding 
votes are CS and CompOps. 

I am not able to send attachments through Webmail. Bran has reported this to 
CompOps, but I have not heard back. I have also had problems with the EC being able to access 
files that I have shared with them on Google. These 2 issues have caused some delays with 
voting for the Annual Awards. I still have not received an answer to my question about last year’s 
information.

> Promotions In Queue
• Barbara Lariscry (24972, VADM) – holding waiting on new Guidelines 

Promotion Packet to be returned. (Old nomination form received 5-20-20) 
Contacted Pam Michaud to see if she still planned on submitting the  
nomination. She said yes. I sent her the updated Guideline Packet on 
6/18/20; waiting for it to be returned.

• Samuel Osborne (65902, RADM) – holding waiting on new Guidelines 
Promotion Packet to be returned. (Old nomination form received 5-20-20) 
I contacted Phillip Cox to see if he still planned on submitting the  
nomination on 6/18/20. I am awaiting a reply.

• Brian Crist (68526, CAPT) – Received new promotion packet on  
6-19-20. Waiting for Letter of Recommendation from RC R7. 

THIRD CLASS

ORDER OF RODDENBERRY 
06/06/2020

GRANKITE ORDER OF TACTICS 
06/10/20

ORDER OF DARMOK AND JALAD 
06/06/2020

MCPT Russell Camp III
SCC# 55628 
USS Battleborn

Ens Cheryl Caine  
(Nicholson on DB) 
SCC# 77765 
USS Merlin

MCPT Rob Crane 
SCC# 80408 
USS Appleton

Ens Morgan Deane 
SCC#80431 
USS Cuchulain 

Jonathan East 
SCC#71492 
USS Cuchulain

Capt Patrick Finn 
SCC# 67206 
USS Merlin

Lt Mark Gill 
SCC# 76785 
USS Appleton

CMDR Sarit Carsten
SCC# 55628
USS Battleborn
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GRANKITE ORDER OF TACTICS 
06/10/20

Ltjg Sarah Goodyear 
SCC# 80483 
USS Appleton

Crewman Recruit Alan Hutton 
SCC# 80436 
USS Cuchulain 

Capt Mark Logan 
SCC# 75572 
USS Merlin

Lt Kirk Macrae 
SCC# 80183 
USS Alba

PO3 Mark McQuillan 
SCC# 78634 
USS Cuchulain 

Commodore Eilidh 
Montgomery 
SCC# 70590 
USS Alba 

COMM Alan O’Shea 
SCC# 69254 
USS Cuchulain

Lt Anthony Raythorn 
SCC# 78156 
USS Cuchulain 

MCPT Lee Raythorn 
SCC# 76960 
USS Cuchulain

PO2 Arty Smith 
SCC# 77109 
USS Appleton 

FCapt Ian Struthers 
SCC# 69732 
USS Alba 

Capt Clare Williams 
SCC# 74103 
USS Appleton

SCPO Jack Wilson-Smith 
SCC# 75675 
USS Appleton  

Crmn Rachel Wilson-Smith 
SCC# 77110 
USS Appleton

THIRD CLASS

Major Robbie O’Brien
SCC# 75421 
USS Cuchulain 

FCapt Erica Smith
SCC# 74102 
USS Appleton

GRANKITE ORDER OF TACTICS 
06/06/20

COMMENTS
Problem with the Orders of Merit submission form has been submitted to CompOps.

ANNUAL AWARDS
The EC voting on Annual Awards has concluded. The Fleet Admiral has been provided with a list 
of winners. Award plaques and certificates are currently in production. 

ORINENTATION/WELCOME OFFICE | Alan O’Shea
Alan O’Shea has been working hard on getting the emails out. We are using the orientation SFI 
email address and also have setup a Gmail account. The hope is that we can get more members 
their welcome information with the SFI email black listing issues. 

Orientation office is pleased to report that we are caught up to date with sending out Welcome 
emails to all members due to get them as of June 29th. 

Break down of total e-mails sent for May:
• Via orientation@sfi.org from 5th May: 02nd June = 231 emails
• Via the orientation Gmail for May = 158 emails



ADMIRAL | JAMES hERRiNg

vcs@sfi.org ussmogo@gmail.com

Greetings all!  With everything going on, be safe. Keep being as safe as possible. Also, please 
like our various Facebook pages. 

With everything going on with the database had me thinking; does any ships keep records, either 
hard copies or electronic like personnel files? On all the ships I have commanded I have tried to 
keep duplicate records for my crew. This way if something happened there was always a backup. 
Also, we keep personnel files, the better to visualize and become who we are in STARFELEET.  
In the early days people would ask me, who I was pretending to be; Captain Kirk? No, I said, I 
was Captain (Commodore, Admiral, etc) James Herring.  My current personnel files span 62 
pages. Most of it is my Academy courses, as I have been in Fleet for 33 years. It also has all my 
duty assignments, when I was promoted, and the ships I have been on.  I was wondering if any 
other ship has something like personnel files and if they keep back up records.  I would love to 
hear from any ship that does and see a copy of what you use. 
In this day and age where you can put so much on an external zip drive, I hope you are backing 
up your files. 

Be safe out there!

FACEBOOK LINK
The first rough draft of the guide for members with disabilities is complete. This is a living 
document and will obviously be revised as needed in the future.

That being done my next goal is looking at areas of the website, database and other areas that 
can be improved for accessibility.
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DEPARTMENTS UNDER THE VCS

ALL ACCESS, STARFLEET
ADM JASON SChRECK

lb206@aol.com

mailto:vcs%40sfi.org?subject=
mailto:ussmogo%40gmail.com?subject=
http://FACEBOOK LINK
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We are still moving forward. With the failure to contact KAG, we are moving on to Starfleet 
Command. We will keep going till we are successful. We are still at a standstill for the webpage 
as we try to find someone to help with it.
We are making our first pairing with the Sistership Program. The USS Omnus in Region 8 with the 
USS Missouri in Region 12. Once we see that it is working well and make any changes needed, 
we will start pairing more ship. With the resignation of David Hines as the Director of the Sister-
ship Program, we will be looking for a new one soon.

Still awaiting to boldly go, the F.R.O.S.T program is still on hold due to COVID.
Looking forward to the day we can get this initiative out of dry dock.

Till then stay safe.

sfifleetambassador@gmail.com

frost.sfi@gmail.com

STARFLEET DIPLOMATIC CORPS
CPT AARON hIMES

MACO
RADM DENISE RUSh

FAST RECRUITING ORIENTATION SHAKEDOWN TEAM
(F.R.O.S.T)

CPT JASON gARRETT

We have gained 1 new SOU and 6 new members this month.  We now have 40 SOU’s/IO’s and 
209 registered Operatives.

This is the current staffing for MACO:

Commander, MACO 
RADM De Rush

Deputy Commander, MACO
MGEN Thomas Clark

sfso@sfi.org

MACO COMMAND
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I have been in contact with Bran regarding the open positions in MACO.  
 
The Uniform committee worked very hard to meet the standards I set for them. The new Uniform 
Manual was released along with the New Training Manual and revised SOP on May 16, 2020.  
The Awards Manual was also released a few days later and we are still working on getting the 
submission form on the Website. 

The reporting issue with the website seems to have been resolved and reports are now coming in 
properly to the Group Commanders and the Dir of Ops.

There were 61 Training Certificates and 72 Advanced Training and Specialty Certificates issued 
for May. The MACO Training Report for May is also attached should you desire a more detailed 
report.

Director of Training
FCAPT Kelli Caplette

Deputy Director Training Operations
FCAPT Donald Dobrin

Director Cybe Ops
LTC Scott Sawyer

Deputy Director Cyber Ops
Mathew Davies

Webmaster
Vacant

Social Media Monitor
John Brice Jr

Certification Officer
Vacant

Director of Operations
CAPT Steve Kristrom

Deputy Director Operations
CAPT meg Karper

Group 1 Commander
VADM Pam Michaud

Group 2 Commander
Vacant

IO Group Commander
Vacant

Recruiting and Retention Chief
Vacant

Awards chief
CAPT Rob Addison van Tuinen

Newsletter “Secured frequencies” Editor
Vacant

MACO TRAINING OPS

MACO CYBER OPS

MACO OPERATIONS
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MACO CYBER OPS
GROUP 1 OPERATIONS
Commander’s Notes: None
Gains: 2
Losses: 0
Activated: 0
Deactivation: 0

TOTAL SOUs & IOs: 21
Reported: 17
Excused: 0
Late: 0
Incomplete: 0
Failure to Report: 4

UNIT BREAKDOWN
SOUs: 16 Operatives: 118
IOs: 5  Operatives: 8

TOTAL OPERATIVES: 126

GROUP 2 OPERATIONS
Commander’s Notes: None
Gains: 4
Losses: 0
Activated: 1
Deactivation: 0

TOTAL SOUs & IOs: 19
Reported: 17
Excused: 0
Late: 1
Incomplete: 0
Failure to Report: 4

UNIT BREAKDOWN
SOUs: 16 Operatives: 80
IOs: 3  Operatives: 3

TOTAL OPERATIVES: 126

GROUP 1 REPORTS
Roster Changes: 2
Gains - 2
Losses - 0
Leadership Changes: 0
Awards Issued: 0
Awards Requested: 0
Problems, Comments, or Suggestions: None

GROUP 1 REPORTS
Roster Changes: 7
Gains - 4
Losses - 1
Leadership Changes: 2
Awards Issued: 0
Awards Requested: 0
Problems, Comments, or Suggestions: 0
SOU 143 – Thomas Bainbridge is the new TL and 
Zachary Sandau is the ATL

Total MACO Operatives accounted for: 209
Total MACO Affiliates in DB: 346
Total MACO SOU’s & Independents:  40
Total MACO SOU’s & Independents reporting:  inconclusive due to website issues
Percent Reported: Inconclusive due to website issues

FACEBOOK LINK
No report received.

frankieh.63@gmail.com

PETFLEET
LCDR FRANCES SMiTh

https://www.facebook.com/groups/petfleet/	
mailto:frankieh.63%40gmail.com?subject=
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FACEBOOK LINK

1) Manual revisions are still ongoing. Also we have been adding courses to Moodle again, not all 
are there so if you are looking for a course not yet on Moodle Courses they can be requested via 
email to each branch director. Please visit our SFMCA for additional information. http://sfmca.sfi.
org/

2)  The final day for receiving Honor Awards nominations is July 15th!!!!

3)  The blood drive is almost over the end date is June 30th so get your proof of donation to the   
     SFMC SGM before the end date.

4)  Our 2020 International Muster date is confirmed waiting for an official announcement to be 
     posted.  Please remember to sign up for the SFMC Facebook page and the Corps List for any 
     updates concerning the IM.

5) The new SFMC QM is online now. If you need your SFMC ribbons or badges take a look.

6)  From FORCECOM... Reminder: Marines are responsible for maintaining their own records.  
     With an eventual Database migration down the road, FORCECOM recommends keeping a 
     printed copy of their DB record just in case.

7)  From FORCECOM... Marines are encouraged to attend a brigade muster this year. The 
     Brigade Muster Award can now be earned by attending a muster virtually as well as in person. 
     Marines can attend any Brigade’s Muster they choose (provided the Brigade hosting allows 
     outside marines – hosting BDE’s discretion) and can attend as many musters as they like. Can 
     only receive awards once per year. Will be issued for the first one they attend.

8)  From the DepDant... The latest Uniform manual is now uploaded on our SFMC website and 
     also Facebook page and it includes the Picard 2399 uniform standards

9)  To be up to date on the latest happenings in the Corps please join our Facebook page at
     https://www.facebook.com/groups/3275293079/

dant@sfi-sfmc.org

SFMC
MgN REY CORDERO

https://www.facebook.com/groups/3275293079/	
http://sfmca.sfi.org/ 
http://sfmca.sfi.org/ 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/3275293079/
mailto:dant%40sfi-sfmc.org?subject=


FACEBOOK LINK
Members Affiliated in the Database with STARFLEET Medical: 246 - an increase of 3%
Members Officially Registered with STARFLEET Medical Facebook Page: 236 an increase of 16.

The “Operational Plan” developed in 2015 continues to be a baseline reference for STARFLEET 
Medical members although currently under review.
The main themes are:
Raise community health awareness and home safety issues using official and /or Government 
resources; 
Make explicit efforts to work collaboratively with SFI Regions to further develop health awareness 
programming (including community service efforts).

STARFLEET Medical Recognitions
None at this time due to awards process rewrite and to bring it into line with GDPR and 
compliance.
New Awards program should hopefully be active from July 1st. 

Hypospray Webzine
The first edition has received good reviews from members following its publication and will be 
available in Spanish and French versions by the months end. LINK

STARFLEET Medical Website
Work continues on the STARFLEET Medical website to streamline it and remove the duplication 
of information. 

Research & Development Department
This Department has now met its target staff level and work is progressing quickly. Again, this is 
a project group initially and is available to help update medical exams at the academy under the 
director’s guidance or updating medical awards or databases. Updating the Medical handbook 
and Federation drugs and treatment Database. Anyone looking for assistance with Medical topics 
please get in touch.

Regional Assistant Surgeon Generals (ASG)
Due to its geographical size Region 1 will now have 2 Deputy ASG’s following discussions with 
ASG and Regional Coordinator.

Facebook pages are now being created for the post by the appointed ASG’s and I would 
encourage regional members to sign up to the pages.

medical@sfi.org

STARFLEET MEDICAL
CPT MARK LOgAN
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Please Remember
STARFLEET Medical does the same as SFMC & MACO- it gives members a different way to 
channel their fandom within SFI, that’s it! We act as a central focal point for the medical aspect of 
SFI in the same way the SFMC & MACO do for those interested in the military side of SFI and just 
as they support their members we do the same offering support and encouragement to Medical 
members.

STARFLEET Medical Com Badges
The badges have been designed and await production. Once the fleet Charity CoVid-19 badge 
orders have concluded production will begin. LINK
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FACEBOOK LINK
Starfleet Sciences is an informational resource within the old Fleet Resource Center concept 
which promotes science education and explores the portrayal of science within the Star Trek 
shows.  Starfleet Sciences has a web site (LINK) which includes a Chief Science Officer 
Handbook; in the past month, the number of hits to the web page increased 41 to 5317.  
Starfleet Sciences also has a listserv and Facebook page; the Facebook page has 2595 
lifetime total likes and 471 daily total impressions for May.  A Pinterest board of science-
related events by region is available (LINK).  A Stellar Cartography department, with Capt. 
Michael Krogh (MAIL) at its head, has a goal to promote amateur astronomy through information, 
advice and communication.  Stellar Cartography’s Facebook page is (LINK).  

Starfleet Sciences Director Richard Heim and wife are safe and healthy, continuing to shelter at 
home to escape the novel corona virus COVID-19. Starfleet Sciences receives reports from the 
regional science officers or liaisons in seven regions (1, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, and 15).  Region One 
Sciences (also led by Adm. Heim) was active with six ships reporting in May, and Region 7’s 
Comm. Held summarized many new developments in the field of astronomy and space 
exploration reported by the USS Sovereign.  Comm. Held’s summary included reports on: Earth 
is dustier than we thought; the first two interstellar visitors to the solar system are finally shedding 
light on their places of origin; mystery of Venus atmosphere’s weird rotation may finally be solved; 
the probability of life emerging from inorganic matter; building blocks of life found in famous Mars 
meteorite ALH84001; could life thrive on hydrogen-rich alien worlds?; solar-sailing sentries could 
allow up-close study of interstellar visitors like ‘Oumuamua; and weak Martian magnetic field may 
have let air out.  

May posts to the Starfleet Sciences Facebook page were light this month and consisted mainly of 
Science Shows on TV This Week.  The May 31 post was viewed by 70 people.  

alaricrh@charter.net

STARFLEET SCIENCES
ADM RiChARD hEiM

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=DQSIkWdsW0yxEjajBLZtrQAAAAAAAAAAAAZ__tTP75VUQ05UTlhOUFhaWE1JTlo4NDdaVkJOS002Ny4u&fbclid=IwAR0XYkuCFUzMdFI7yukpOnpT3iKZaeKhdLczNVf3lbKfPxRrXYBQaznkMJU&h=AT3EqVBpxiIvg_1EFB8mi74uv981ytm9QPWxy_OjJXZL_Pedc1dIiq_DQ8ewVV20PJnOp0tZ185jsy9XxsLcSUC-QhM5qk21QZBLM65ML7604gxj4vZRwuXOMwaOCvItlhQlfebE
https://www.facebook.com/Starfleet-Sciences-365693010206326/
https://scienlaric.com/sfsci/starfleet-sciences.html
https://www.pinterest.com/starfleetsfi/science-related-events-by-region/
mailto:MAIL?subject=
http://LINK
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ADMIRAL | JONAThAN SIMMONS

ops@sfi.org gumbysan@gmail.com

Greetings Fleeters!

Here are this month’s stats from Operations.

12 Chapters and 1 Region failed to report this cycle. This represents a vast improvement over the 
20+ who have not reported for over a year.

A reminder that reports are due from the 1st to the 5th to be considered ON TIME. Reports 
received from the 6th to the 10th are considered LATE. Any from the 11th and after are 
considered FAILURE TO REPORT.

Blank reports or reports that state “Nothing to Report” are no longer accepted and will be counted 
as an FTR. Why, you ask? Because we want to know about your chapters. We have people who 
actually read these reports and communicate feedback where appropriate. Surely an entire month 
doesn’t go by where you don’t talk to your members. Let us know what’s up.

Turning to ShOC, we launched three new chapters in training:
Ares (R2) 
Rising Star (R4)
Bellerophon (R1)

We also commissioned the USS Resolute. 

Welcome to these new chapters! 

Interested in launching a chapter of your own. The process is easy and takes only 5-9 months 
depending on the experience of you and your crew. Contact shoc@sfi.org for more information.

That wraps it up for this report.

Until next month.
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ADMIRAL | JEFF hIgDON

comms@sfi.org 

Greetings.  I have a few things to cover on this issue.  

I’m proud to announce the creation of a new division within the Communications Department. The 
division of Video & Audio Services will oversee the production of all official STARFLEET Video 
and Audio Efforts. This includes the current productions “Commander. STARFLEET AMA” and 
the ever popular “STARFLEET After Dark”. There will be more announcements concerning other 
video and audio efforts in the upcoming month.

I am pleased to announce the appointment of the Vice-Chief of Communications, Video & Audio 
Services is Marine Captain Russell Camp. He will oversee the production of all videos and audios 
that is an official part of our association. Lieutenant Camp currently serves as the producer for 
“Commander, STARFLEET - Ask Me Anything (AMA)”, “STARFLEET After Dark” and the 
“International AMA”.  Congratulations Captain Camp, and may the winds be at our backs in this 
effort!

We are requesting that our seasoned members look through your files for old Communiqués. We 
are missing quite a few of them and would very much like to put them in our files, which you can 
find at the STARFLEET Database (SFDB).  The issues of the STARFLEET Communiqué that we 
are missing are:

 1, 3-9, 13-25, 27-29, 31-41, 44.

We would appreciate your help very much in this effort.  Please remember that these CQ’s are 
hard copy and will need to be scanned and sent to us. If you cannot scan and you wish to either 
contribute the CQ in question or loan the CQ to the association, please contact our Vice-Chief In 
Charge of Publications and Manuals, Lieutenant TJ Feldman at vice-chief-pub@sfi.org to make 
arrangements. Again, we would appreciate if you can search through your records to see if you 
have the CQ’s in question.

In fact, we are in search of any manuals, forms, or publications whether they be current or from 
past times. These publications (which we will call them) can be out-of-date and are usually no 
longer in circulation. If you have such STARFLEET publications, please contact Lieutenant 
Feldman at the email address given in the last paragraph. It will be very much appreciated!

Our social media service staff have been busy with approving and moderating our Official 
Facebook and Mailing Lists. However, they have the added duty of checking membership status 
for our association. You must be a current member of STARFLEET in order to be a member of 
either the STARFLEET Facebook pages.
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It is come to our attention that there are individuals who are no longer members of our association 
and yet are still members of our media platforms. Those whose memberships in SFI that ended 
more than six months ago will be removed from the social media pages.  In order for you to return 
as a member, you will need to renew your membership in STARFLEET and reapply to become a 
member of those social media groups. Remember that you will need to respond to all member-
ship questions for our social media platforms: give permission to access your information on the 
STARFLEET Database (SFI DB); give your SCC number; and give the name that appears in the 
SFI DB. If you give an incomplete in application, the add request will be denied.

Those whose memberships have expired six months ago or less will be contacted by a member 
of our Social Media Staff and given 24 hours to respond to the communication.
If you do not respond within that timeframe, your membership in those account(s) will be deleted. 
However, if you respond in that time period and say that you’re having a trouble or need some 
time with renewing your STARFLEET membership, you will be given up to 60 days to renew. After 
of the 60 days, your membership within that social media account(s) will be deleted.

A note here that all Approvals, Denials, Deletions and Responses to Questions and Comments 
will be done by the Social Media Team under the direction of Vice-Chief of Communications, 
Social Media Services, Rear Admiral Eric Johannson.  He may be contacted through FB messen-
ger or emailed at comms-vice@sfi.org. Please allow no less than 24 hours’ time for a response.

That is all for this month.  See you next month!!!
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MAJOR | TJ ALLEN

academy@sfi.org

We have moved MACO Training Centre back into STARFLEET Academy. The Institutes from 
MACO Training Centre (Institute of Military Knowledge, Institute of Military Studies, and Institute 
of Special Operations) has been moved into Institute of Military Studies and Institute of Military 
Operations. The Deans from each institute in MACO TC has remained in place with the Dean of 
Institute of Military Knowledge taking the Assistant Dean position in Institute of Military Studies.

All courses are being reviewed at this time. Right now, it stands at 23% complete. I will be asking 
the Directors to step up on this and get them done. 

The STARFLEET Marine Corps Academy is being uploaded into Moodle. As soon as the whole 
college has been put in it will open. SFMCA are still updating their manuals and files and handing 
them over to the Webmaster to get put in.

SFA NEWS
The numbers were slightly up from last month. The approximate traffic for SFA for May was 149
different students taking almost 1,450 courses. Next month these numbers will include the MACO
institutes as we have finished the required re-integration of those institutes and colleges back into 
SFA.
I am pleased to welcome Franklin Newman as the new Vice-Commandant. Few people know as 
much about SFA as Franklin, and he will be a definite asset.
We are continuing to work on the mandated revisions and updates. We appreciate the efforts of 
the Commander, STARFLEET to help find us some members to assist. The problem seems to 
be that with some people, they contact me, I respond to them, and then I never hear from them 
again. The good news is that we do have several staff members who have offered to assist others 
with this process once they have finished their colleges, and we do have some volunteers outside 
of SFA that are going to be able to help us.
We have filled a few more of our open positions, and continue to post the openings with HR. Bran 
is working with me to get everything advertised, and he just sent me a new batch of applications. 
Many of our recent staff additions are not only working out well, they are applying to take on even 
more positions.

MACO TC NEWS
Institute of Military Knowledge (IOMK)

•  Upon closing of the MACOTC this college will be placed in the SFA IOMS.

Institute of Military Studies (IOMS)
•  Upon closing of the MACOTC this college will be placed in the SFA IOMS.

Institute of Special Operations (IOSO)
•  Upon closing of the MACOTC this college will be placed in the SFA IOMO.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
Bruce O’Brien was approved as the Asst. Dean of the IOMS. Richard Hewitt was approved as the 
Asst. Dean of the IOMS. Starting June 1 st Bruce has taken over all colleges in the former IOMK 
and IOMS.

Kelli Caplette was approved as the Dean of the IOMO. TJ Allen stepped down as Asst. Dean of 
the IOMO; position has been advertised.

Once all final reports are submitted, I will contact SFA Services and let Jayden Tyronian know that 
he can close all MACOTC Chat Groups.

I will send the SFA Director and Dean MSR forms to Bruce and Richard so they can send them to 
their Directors for filing with the SFA again.

I will send the SFA Director forms to my IOMO Directors.

It has been my honor and privilege to serve as the Head of the MACO Training Center. My staff 
did an incredible job. I would like to thank all of them for their time, hard work and dedication.

SFMCA NEWS
According to my records, the following schools should show up in moodle now.

• PD - yes
• LD yes
• NCOA yes 
• OD - yes
• Aerospace - Yes 
• AR - yes  
• Infantry - yes 
• MD - Jari James 
• Support - should be active 
• Maritime operations 
• CDT 

Manuals are internally being revised for 

• NCO Manual
• Unit college
• PD manuals
• OD manual
• PD exams - hoping to have them finished soon 

Other courses and exams are being internally worked to get updated. 
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REAR ADMIRAL | TONY KNOPES

compops@sfi.org

No report received.
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GENERAL | LINDA OLSON

cfo@sfi.org

Hello! The best way I know to deliver this information to the members is to give the short version. 

STARFLEET
Opened the month of May with a balance of $63,637.16
Credits equaled $2,823.98
Debits equaled $2,654.94
Closed the month of May with a balance of $63,806.20

Breakdown of credits is as follows:
Over the Counter deposits: $5.00
Paypal May transfer: $2,188.33
Paypal May transfer $2,818.98 (breaks down as follows: Donations to scholarship from online 
renewals = $388.42, QM sales $186.00, shipping $66.18, Memberships $2178.38 after Paypal 
fees $243.86 on sales, $30 monthly fee. I also need to refund Carol Thompson $8 she overpaid in 
postage for her QM order.)

BREAKDOWN OF DEBITS
Stamps.com - $17.99 Machine rental
Dream host - $16.90 SFA web hosting
Site5.com -$149.00
Site5.com - $23.94 web hosting (May 11)
Site5.com - $23.94 web hosting (May 22)
Linode.com - $20.00
USPS - Postage $193.85 (T shirts)
USPS - Postage $67.40 (SFMC qm items, will be reimbursed when SFMC bank account is 
reopened)
USPS - Postage $23.25 (SFI qm items)
USPS - P.O. Box rent $148.00 Year.
Transfer to Scholarship Account - $1190.00 (online donations January (390.00, February 505.00, 
April (295.00.)
Office Depot - Ledger for CFO $11.87
Wal-mart - $8.74 envelopes for shipping qm. items
FedEx - $31.06 shipping on T shirt to L. Olson
Pinpros Plus - $729.00 (first order of Corona Virus Com Badges)
total debits for May - $2654.94
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SFI SCHOLARSHIP ACCOUNT 
Opened the month of May 2020 with a balance of $14,876.65
Credits: $1,190.27
Debits - 0 
Closed the month of May 2020, with a balance of $16,066.92

STARFLEET International Conference Account
Opened this month of May 2020: $980.00
Credits: $1,100.14
Debits: $0
Closed this month: $2,080.14

T-shirts $698.80 less the PayPal fees of $20.24 = $678.56
IC 2021 payment $437.00 less PayPal fees of $15.42 = $421.58

STARFLEET MARINES ACCOUNT
The SFMC Bank Account is currently frozen due to the fraudulent check presented against the 
account in April. All income from Quartermaster sales is being held in the PayPal account until we 
can get a new bank account opened. I have to have the Articles of Incorporation renewed by the 
State of NC and they are not answering my emails. I submitted the paperwork called for on their 
website and it was returned as unnecessary. I contacted the sender for instructions on how to go 
about it and she said her supervisor would contact me. I am still waiting for that return email. Will 
try again later today.

Opened the month of May with a balance of $7,631.20
Credits equaled -$0
Debits equaled - $0
Closed the month of May with a balance of $7,631.20

BREAKDOWN OF PAYPAL BALANCE CURRENTLY HELD 
$535.48 less fees $19.38 = credit $516.10 will bring the bank account to $8147.30 less the 
postage paid from the Main account for quartermaster shipments for May $67.40 = Bank balance 
of $8079.90

BREAKDOWN OF DEBITS
USPS - $67.40 postage for quartermaster items.

SFMC SCHOLARSHIP ACCOUNT
Opened the month of April with a balance of $2749.43
Credits equaled $.05
Debits: $0
Closed the month of March with a balance of $2749.48
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